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IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE 

THE R. KUCKENMEISTER LIVING 
TRUST and THE MARI LYNN FOUTZ 
GRANDCHILDREN TRUST, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

VIEW, INC. 

Defendant. 

C.A. No. 2022- 

VERIFIED COMPLAINT TO COMPEL  
INSPECTION OF BOOKS AND RECORDS UNDER 8 DEL. C. § 220 

Plaintiffs the R. Kuckenmeister Living Trust and the Mari Lynn Foutz 

Grandchildren Trust (together, “Plaintiffs”), by and through their undersigned 

counsel, respectfully submit this Verified Complaint to Compel Inspection of 

Books and Records of View, Inc. (“View” or the “Company”) under 8 Del. C. § 

220 (“Section 220”).  Plaintiffs allege as follows, upon knowledge as to themselves 

and their own actions, and upon information and belief as to all other matters, 

including the investigation of their undersigned counsel. 

I. NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. Through this books and records Petition, Plaintiffs seek to investigate 

what the board of directors and controlling stockholder of CF Finance Acquisition 

Corp. II (“CF Finance”), a special purpose acquisition company or “SPAC,” knew 
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leading up to its disastrous acquisition (the “de-SPAC Transaction”) of View 

Operating Corporation (“Legacy View”).    

2. As a result of the de-SPAC Transaction, which closed on March 8, 

2021, CF Finance merged with Legacy View, with CF Finance surviving the 

transaction.  Thereafter, CF Finance was renamed View, Inc. (“View” or the 

“Company”), and its stock trades publicly on NASDAQ under the ticker “VIEW.” 

3. As explained in more detail below and as recently recognized by this 

Court,1 SPACs structured like CF Finance involve inherent conflicts of interest and 

their transactions should result in entire fairness judicial review.  In particular, 

holders of so-called founder shares of CF Finance were set to realize a windfall if a 

deal – nearly any deal – closed.  On the other hand, public holders of the SPAC’s 

common stock would only profit if the per-share value of the post-transaction 

company’s stock exceeded the SPAC’s IPO price (plus interest), approximately 

$10 per share.     

4. Here, CF Finance’s sponsor and controlling stockholder, CF Finance 

Holdings II, LLC (the “Sponsor”), held nearly all of CF Finance’s founder shares 

(the “Founder Shares”).  A majority of the CF Finance board beneficially owned 

Founder Shares, and all of the members of the board appear to lack independence 

1 See In re MultiPlan Corp. Stockholders Litig., 2022 WL 24060 (Del. Ch. Jan. 3, 
2022). 
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from Howard Lutnick (“Lutnick”), CF Finance’s chairman, chief executive officer, 

and controlling stockholder.  Thus, there is a strong objective basis to conclude that 

CF Finance’s fiduciaries had personal incentives to close a de-SPAC Transaction, 

even if it would be value destructive.   

5. CF Finance’s public stockholders, however, had a safety valve – they 

had the opportunity to redeem their stock for approximately $10 per share, rather 

than remain invested in View following the merger.  Thus, quality of disclosures 

around the de-SPAC Transaction were crucial to the “active and affirmative choice 

around which the SPAC structure revolved.”2

6. Just a few months after the de-SPAC Transaction, View disclosed that 

it was investigating various accounting issues, in particular with respect to 

warranty accruals.  On that news, View’s stock fell from $5.28 per share to $3.92 

per share on August 17, 2021. 

7. Then, on November 9, 2021, the Company disclosed that it would 

need to restate its warranty accruals.  Crucially, the Company indicated that its 

warranty accruals, which had been disclosed at $23,430,000, needed to be revised 

upwards so they would be “in the range of approximately $46 million to $70 

million.”  As revenue in 2019 was $24,324,000, this increase in warranty accruals 

– a liability – is now a multiple of total revenue. 

2 Id. at *16. 
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8. Unsurprisingly, the Company’s stock fell further on this news, and it 

has consistently traded significantly below the approximately $10 per share 

redemption price.  Indeed, the day prior to this filing, View stock closed at $2.70 

per share. 

9. Plaintiffs have sought to inspect books and records regarding CF 

Finance’s diligence of Legacy View leading up to the de-SPAC Transaction, as 

well as the independence and disinterestedness of the members of the CF Finance 

board of directors in connection with the de-SPAC Transaction.  On December 20, 

2021, Plaintiffs served their Demand.  See Ex. A.  Despite Plaintiffs’ counsel’s 

repeated attempts, the Company has refused to agree to produce board minutes and 

materials, much less any further documents sought (other than the contents of a 

data room).    

10. Such documents are obviously crucial to Plaintiffs’ investigation of 

what the CF Finance board of directors and controller knew, as well as the scope of 

diligence undertaken, in connection with the deal, and whether the fiduciaries 

undermined the public stockholders’ redemption rights and achieved approval of 

the de-SPAC Transaction in violation of their fiduciary duties.3

3 Although the Company wishes to narrow the scope of production to the contents 
of a data room, such documents do not necessarily reflect the information that 
reached and was considered by the CF board of directors and therefore is 
insufficient to satisfy Plaintiffs’ Demand.   
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11. Plaintiffs clearly have a proper purpose in investigating the potential 

that CF Finance’s conflicted fiduciaries did not provide a fair process or price.4

Yet the Company has interfered with Plaintiffs’ statutory right to inspect and copy, 

at a minimum, the formal board minutes and materials.  Indeed, this Court has 

recognized that Plaintiffs should not need to resort to litigation to obtain such 

books and records and has clearly held that denying plainly producible documents 

is improper.5

12. Despite repeated efforts by Plaintiffs’ counsel to let the Company 

moderate its abject refusal to produce even formal board minutes and materials, the 

Company continues to (improperly) assert that Plaintiffs have not articulated a 

proper purpose for their investigation.6

4 See Melzer v. CNET Networks, Inc., 934 A.2d 912, 917 (Del. Ch. 2007) (“There 
is no shortage of proper purposes under Delaware law, but perhaps the most 
common proper purpose is the desire to investigate potential corporate 
mismanagement, wrongdoing or waste.”) 
5 See Pettry v. Gilead Scis., Inc., 2020 WL 6870461, at *23 (Del. Ch. Nov. 24, 
2020) (“Because Plaintiffs have stated proper purposes, Plaintiffs are entitled to 
inspect this category of documents. These documents should have been produced 
in response to the Demands without resort to litigation.”). 
6 See id. at *30 (inviting Plaintiffs to seek leave to move for fee-shifting where the 
Company failed “to provide any Plaintiff with even a single document despite the 
ample evidence of a credible basis”); Police & Fire Ret. Sys. of the City of Detroit, 
et al. v. Walmart, Inc., C.A. No. 2020-0478-JTL, at 50-51 (Oct. 5, 2020) 
(TRANSCRIPT) (Ex. C) (“This is one of the reasons why I think that this is  case 
where, really, the question ought to be whether there’s some basis for fee shifting 
on the proper purpose element.  There does not appear to have actually been any 
reasonable basis to dispute the proper purpose element.”).  
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13. Accordingly, Plaintiffs have been forced to file this Petition.       

II. PARTIES 

14. Plaintiffs have been beneficial owners of View stock at all times 

relevant to this action, including having held CF Finance stock prior to the de-

SPAC Transaction.   

15. Defendant View is a maker of “smart windows,” which automatically 

adjust to the sun for the purpose of saving energy and optimizing views and natural 

lighting.  The Company is headquartered in Milpitas, California and incorporated 

in Delaware.     

III. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. The “inherent conflicts between the SPAC’s fiduciaries and public 
stockholders in the context of a value-decreasing transaction”7

(i) The Founder Shares 

16. Shortly after incorporating CF Finance in Delaware in September 

2019, the Sponsor purchased the Founder Shares for $25,000.  In the event of a de-

SPAC transaction, the Founder Shares would convert into and represent 20% of the 

equity value of CF Finance. 

17. On August 31, 2020, CF Finance raised $500 million in its IPO and 

issued Class A Common Stock.  Thus, as long as a de-SPAC transaction could 

7 MultiPlan, 2022 WL 24060, at *2. 
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create value comparable to the cash-only value raised by CF Finance, the Sponsor 

would turn its initial $25,000 investment into roughly $100 million. 

18. That said, if CF Finance did not complete a de-SPAC transaction 

within 24 months of the IPO, CF Finance would be unwound, and investors would 

receive their pro rata share of funds raised in the IPO (plus interest).  On the other 

hand, the Sponsor would lose its entire investment, including both the money paid 

for Founder Shares and $11 million for private placement units, which included a 

share of Class A Common Stock and one third of a warrant.8

19. Due to this structure, holders of Founder Shares had different 

economic incentives than public stockholders.  Public stockholders would only 

benefit from a de-SPAC Transaction if the value of the post-transaction stock 

exceeded the cash they contributed in the IPO.  Importantly, the Class A Common 

Stock held by public investors included a redemption right (the “Redemption 

Right”), which allowed holders of Class A Common Stock to redeem their shares 

if they did not want to remain invested in the post-de-SPAC Transaction company. 

20. The following chart highlights the different returns for the Founder 

Shares purchased for $25,000 and the shares of Class A Common Stock 

considering various stock prices.  Notably, as stockholders contributed $500 

8 Each full warrant allowed the holder to purchase a share of Class A Common 
Stock for $11.50 a share. 
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million in equity, the value of the post de-SPAC Transaction CF Finance’s equity 

would need to rise to $625 million for stockholders to realize any positive return.  

If there was no growth, the Class A Common Stockholders would see the $500 

million they invested fall to $400 million, due to the founder shares taking 20% of 

the CF Finance’s equity after the de-SPAC Transaction. 

Equity Value 
% Change 
in Equity 

Value 

Class A Common Stock Class B Common Stock
Implied Book 

Value
Return 

Implied 
Book Value

Return 

$1,500,000,000 200% $1,200,000,000 140% $300,000,000 1,199,900%
$1,000,000,000 100% $800,000,000 60% $200,000,000 799,900%
$750,000,000 50% $600,000,000 20% $150,000,000 599,900%
$625,000,000 25% $500,000,000 0% $125,000,000 499,900%
$500,000,000 0% $400,000,000 -20% $100,000,000 399,900%
$375,000,000 -25% $300,000,000 -40% $75,000,000 299,900%
$250,000,000 -50% $200,000,000 -60% $50,000,000 199,900%
$125,000,000 -75% $100,000,000 -80% $25,000,000 99,900%
$5,000,000 -99% $4,000,000 -99% $1,000,000 3,900%

21. Accordingly, despite a de-SPAC transaction having material risks for 

public investors, for the holders of Founder Shares the only question is how large 

of a windfall they would receive if a transaction – pretty much any transaction – 

occurred.  In contrast, absent a de-SPAC transaction taking place, public investors 

would get back their original investment plus interest, while holders of Founder 

Shares would suffer a total loss. 

22. The Sponsor, which held 99.8% of the Founder Shares, was well 

positioned to ensure a de-SPAC transaction took place in order to lock in a 
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guaranteed windfall.  Prior to a de-SPAC transaction, holders of Founder Shares 

elected the members of CF Finance’s board of directors.  Additionally, as the 

holder of 99.8% of the founder shares and 1.1 million shares of Class A Common 

Stock, the Sponsor controlled 21.3% of the vote on any de-SPAC transaction. 

(ii) CF Finance’s Board 

23. Like the Sponsor, CF Finance’s five-member board of directors was 

incentivized to approve an initial business combination.  CF Finance’s chairman 

and chief executive officer, Lutnick, controlled the Sponsor (and in turn CF 

Finance), and thus was incentivized to close a de-SPAC transaction.  The 

prospectus filed on February 16, 2021 (the “Final Prospectus”) concedes that 

Lutnick is not an independent director. 

24. Moreover, CF Finance’s board members also served or currently serve 

on the boards of directors of other SPACs affiliated with Lutnick.  These 

relationships are shown below: 

Lutnick Jain Chan Blechman Hochberg
CF Finance Acquisition Corp. 
(“CF I”)

X X X 

CF Finance Acquisition Corp. III 
(“CF III”)

X X X 

CF Acquisition Corp. IV (“CF 
IV”)

X X X X 

CF Acquisition Corp. V (“CF 
V”)

X X 

CF Acquisition Corp. VI(“CF 
VI”)

X X 
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Lutnick Jain Chan Blechman Hochberg
CF Acquisition Corp. VII (“CF 
VII”)

X X 

CF Acquisition Corp. VIII (“CF 
VIII”)

X X X X 

25. Two members of the CF Finance board have additional direct links to 

and dependence on Lutnick.  Anshu Jain (“Jain”) serves as President of Cantor 

Fitzgerald, where Lutnick is the controlling stockholder and serves as chief 

executive officer and chairman.  Jain also had served on the board of prior SPACs 

affiliated with Cantor Fitzgerald.   

26. Alice Chan (“Chan”) has also served at Cantor Fitzgerald in various 

capacities for over six years and was a director for other SPACs affiliated with 

Cantor Fitzgerald.   

27. The Final Prospectus does not identify Jain or Chan as independent 

directors. 

28. The two “independent” directors also had financial conflicts.  In 

connection with their roles as directors, Charlotte Blechman (“Blechman”) and 

Robert Hochberg (“Hochberg”) received 10,000 and 20,000 Founder Shares, 

respectively.  As the Founder Shares would only become valuable in the event of a 

de-SPAC Transaction, each had an incentive to ensure such a deal occurred.  At 

the time of the de-SPAC Transaction, Blechman and Hochberg’s shares were 

worth $91,900 and $183,800 respectively. 
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29. Additionally, both Blechman and Hochberg have served on other 

Lutnick-affiliated SPAC boards of directors, receiving founder shares as 

compensation for their service: 

Blechman
SPAC Founder Shares
CF IV 16,875
CF VIII 10,000

Hochberg
SPAC Founder Shares
CF I Unknown
CF III 20,000
CF VIII 10,000

30. Thus, the same “independent” directors are being chosen repeatedly to 

approve deals that enrich the controller (Lutnick), regardless of value destruction 

for public stockholders.  And, even in the event of value destruction, these 

“independent” directors profit, because they are compensated with founder shares.  

The only time these “independent” directors do not profit – as is the case with the 

Sponsor – is when a deal does not close.    

B. The Disastrous Results of the View De-SPAC Transaction 

31. In connection with the de-SPAC Transaction, stockholders had  

Redemption Rights, meaning they could redeem their shares of CF Finance stock 

for $10 per share, plus interest, rather than investing in View.  To do so, they had 

to exercise their Redemption Right prior to 5pm Eastern time on March 3, 2021, 

two days before the special meeting where stockholders voted on the de-SPAC 

Transaction.   
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32. On March 8, 2021, the day of the de-SPAC Transaction, CF Finance 

stock closed at $9.19 per share.  12,587,893 CF Finance shares (representing 

25.18% of the total CF Finance Class A common shares outstanding) were 

redeemed pursuant to the Redemption Right.  Since then, View’s stock price has 

never risen above $10 per share, i.e., the stock has steadily been below the cash 

value stockholders could have received had they exercised their Redemption 

Rights.   

33. On August 16, 2021, View announced that the Company’s Audit 

Committee was investigating the adequacy of the Company’s previously disclosed 

warranty accrual.  Warranty accruals are an accounting reserve for a company’s 

liabilities in connection with the warranties it provides.  For View, which produces 

a novel product, correctly estimating these costs is crucial to presenting an accurate 

picture of the Company’s financial prospects. 

34.   This startling announcement caused View’s stock to fall from $5.28 

per share to $3.92 per share on August 17, 2021, a drop of over 25%. 

35. On November 9, 2021, View filed a Form 8-K (the “8-K”) to provide 

an update on the investigation, which stated: 

[T]he Audit Committee has concluded that (i) the Company’s 
previously reported liabilities associated with warranty-related 
obligations and the cost of revenue associated with the recognition of 
those liabilities were materially misstated, (ii) the Company’s now 
former Chief Financial Officer and certain former accounting staff 
negligently failed to properly record the liabilities for warranty-related 
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obligations and cost of revenue, and (iii) the Company’s now former 
Chief Financial Officer and certain former accounting staff 
intentionally failed to disclose certain information to the Board of 
Directors and the Company’s independent registered public 
accounting firm, Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP (“PwC”), regarding 
the applicable costs incurred and expected to be incurred in 
connection with the warranty-related obligations. 

36. This announcement also revealed several prior warranty accruals 

disclosures “should no longer be relied upon and will require restatement,” 

including ones contained in CF Finance’s (a) February 16, 2021 Prospectus and (b) 

Registration Statement, as amended most recently on February 11, 2021. 

37. These CF Finance filings show warranty accruals as of December 31, 

2019 of $23,430,000.  However, the 8-K amended these estimates to be “in the 

range of approximately $46 million to $70 million.”  As revenue in 2019 was 

$24,324,000, this increase in warranty accruals is now a multiple of total revenue. 

38. On the date of the Demand – December 20, 2021 – View’s stock 

closed at $3.79 per share.  Since then, the Company’s stock has continued to 

decline, closing at $2.70 per share the day prior to the filing of this action: 
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IV. BASES FOR INVESTIGATION 

39. Plaintiffs have a credible basis to investigate the process through 

which the CF Finance board of directors and Sponsor negotiated, endorsed, and 

proposed the de-SPAC Transaction, including but not limited to what they knew 

about Legacy View’s accounting issues, including those related to warranty 

accruals, leading up to the de-SPAC Transaction.  Fiduciaries of an acquiror, 

fulfilling their duties, should have conducted a reasonable investigation of a target 

company’s financial and operational prospects.      

40. Additionally, Plaintiffs have a credible basis to investigate whether all 

material information was disclosed to CF Finance stockholders in connection with 

their decision whether to exercise the crucial Redemption Right.   
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V. THE DEMAND FOR INSPECTION 

41. Plaintiffs served the Demand on December 20, 2021.   

42. The Demand met all the requirements of Section 220 and is targeted at 

investigating (a) potential breaches of fiduciary duties by members of the CF 

Finance board of directors and the Sponsor in connection with the de-SPAC 

Transaction and (b) the independence and disinterestedness of the members of the 

CF Finance board.  Such purposes are proper under Section 220. 

43. Nevertheless, on January 11, 2022, counsel for the Company provided 

a formal response to the Demand, asserting that Plaintiffs failed to establish a 

“credible basis” for their investigation and declining to provide board minutes and 

materials.  See Ex. B.  The Company has continued to maintain this refusal, which 

violates Plaintiffs’ unambiguous statutory rights and is contrary to well-settled 

Delaware law.9

9 See Gilead Scis., 2020 WL 6870461, at *23 (“Because Plaintiffs have stated 
proper purposes, Plaintiffs are entitled to inspect this category of documents. These 
documents should have been produced in response to the Demands without resort 
to litigation.”); Lebanon Cty. Emps.’ Ret. Fund v. Amerisourcebergen Corp., 2020 
WL 132752, at *24 (Del. Ch. Jan. 13, 2020), aff’d, 243 A.3d 417 (Del. 2020) 
(“The starting point (and often the ending point) for an adequate inspection will be 
board-level documents that formally evidence the directors’ deliberations and 
decisions and comprise the materials that the directors formally received and 
considered (the ‘Formal Board Materials’).  A corporation should be able to collect 
and provide its Formal Board Materials promptly and with minimal burden.  In 
many organizations, the corporate secretary maintains a central file for each board 
meeting in either paper or electronic form that contains the minutes and other 
Formal Board Materials for that meeting.”). 
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(Inspection of Books and Records Under 8 Del. C. § 220) 

44. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege all the allegations set forth above as 

though fully set forth herein. 

45. Plaintiffs made a written demand upon the Company for the 

inspection of the books, records, and documents identified in the Demand. 

46. Plaintiffs have fully complied with all the requirements of Section 220 

with respect to the form and manner of making a demand for the inspection of the 

Company’s books and records. 

47. Plaintiffs’ demand for inspection is made for a proper purpose, which 

includes investigating (a) possible wrongdoing by members of the CF Finance 

board of directors and CF Finance’s controlling stockholder, the Sponsor, in 

connection with the de-SPAC Transaction and (b) investigating the independence 

and disinterestedness of the members of the CF Finance board of directors. 

48. The Company has failed to provide Plaintiffs with access to the books 

and records demanded in the Demand. 

49. By reason of the foregoing and pursuant to Section 220, Plaintiffs 

request a summary order permitting them to inspect and make copies of the books 

and records identified in the Demand. 

50. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that this Court summarily enter judgment in 

favor of Plaintiffs and against the Company: 

A. Ordering the Company to produce to Plaintiffs the books and records 

identified in Plaintiffs’ Demand; 

B. Awarding Plaintiffs the costs and expenses incurred in this action, 

including reasonable attorneys’ fees; and 

C. Granting Plaintiffs any and all further relief as the Court deems just 

and proper. 

Dated: January 27, 2022 
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Mark Lebovitch 
Joseph Caputo 
BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER  
   & GROSSMANN LLP
1251 Avenue of the Americas  
New York, NY 10020 
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- and - 

D. Seamus Kaskela 
KASKELA LAW LLC 
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 /s/ Daniel E. Meyer            
Gregory V. Varallo (Bar No. 2242) 
Daniel E. Meyer (Bar No. 6876) 
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Wilmington, DE  19801 
(302) 364-3600 
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